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KEY CHARACTERISTICS 

 
• Narrow and shallow valley with low valley sides. The valley topography is not 

prominent and the flat floodplain dominates the character area. 

• The valley cuts into the Upper Chalk formation and this forms the edges of the 
character area, with Alluvium comprising the central floodplain zone, gradually 
widening towards the south. 

• The River Misbourne is largely hidden and inconspicuous, emerging and 
becoming more visible within settlement. The river becomes more prominent 
towards the south, with associated wetland meadows along its course. 

• A largely settled and developed landscape, with some pockets of rough grazing 
and pasture and paddocks interspersed, often close to settlement edge. 

• Limited woodland, with tree cover predominantly associated with transport 
corridors, acting as screening for roads. Areas of broadleaved woodland located 
in the south of the area, for example at the Old Rectory Meadows SSSI. 

• Dense settlement is linearly dispersed along the valley and road corridors. 
Higher settlement densities and more recent modern origin found in the town 
edge at Gerrards Cross.  

• Smaller, yet still relatively densely settled village of Chalfont St Peter and 
Chalfont St Giles lie in the north of the character area, and these possess a 
stronger historic character, with distinctive historical architecture of flint and 
stone churches and timber framed buildings. 

• Some early field enclosures remain, including pre 18th century co-axial and 
irregular enclosures.  Archeologically elements include, distinctive churches, 
such as St Giles Church, in Chalfont St Giles and St Peter’s Church, in Chalfont 
St Peter’s. Areas of Iron Age, Bronze Age and Neolithic settlement are located 
close to present settlement areas. 

• Parkland at Chalfont Park and House, designed by Capability Brown, and today a 
golf course and cricket ground.  

• The A413 which runs along the valley floor. The southern part of the character 
area is dissected by the M25, railway and electricity pylons. Some arable fields 
remain in between these developments. 

• Views are typically contained by settlement within the valley and linearly along 
the road corridors. 

• High levels of activity and movement and a lack of unity due to the extent of 
development. Very low levels of tranquillity. 
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DESCRIPTION 
 
Location and Boundaries: The Misbourne Lower Settled River Valley is 
predominately within Chiltern District, with the south of the area located within 
South Buckinghamshire District. It cuts into the lower section of the chalk dip slope.  
It is defined as a separate character to the Upper Misbourne River valley, with 
boundaries dictated by the lower valley and floodplain topography, and the 
surrounding settlements. The western boundary is largely construed by the suburban 
edge of Gerrards Cross. 
 

 

Landscape Character: The Misbourne Lower Settled River Valley is a heavily 
developed landscape, characterised by the A413 which runs along the valley floor. 
The valley topography is relatively indistinct, partly due to settlement density, with 
the floodplain dominating the landscape. The character area is flanked by the 
suburban edges of large villages. The landscape is enclosed and highly contained, 
with views channelled linearly along roads. This is a compact landscape, dominated 
by the built form. Some small strips of trees and woodland blocks are interspersed 
within development, with area s of broadleaved woodland located in the south. 
The Old Rectory Meadows SSSI, with a mix of broadleaved woodland, lowland 
meadows and purple moor grass and rush pastures, is situated in the south, and 
occasional wetland meadows are associated with the river. The river itself, 
becoming more prominent towards the south of the area, with associated wetland 
meadows and providing small areas of tranquillity. 

 
Geology: The valley cuts into the Upper Chalk formation, and this underlies the 
edges of the character area, with Alluvium comprising the central floodplain zone, 
and gradually widening downstream to the south. 
 

Topography/Landform: The character area comprises the lower section of the 
Misbourne river valley. The valley here is very narrow and shallow, with low valley 
sides. The valley topography is not prominent, and the flat floodplain dominates the 
character area, with topographic change ranging slightly between 40 and 70 m.  

 
Hydrology: The River Misbourne flows through the valley and widens downstream. 
The river is largely hidden and inconspicuous, emerging and becoming more visible 
within settlement. This river is classified as Environment Agency Flood Zones 2 and 
3. Areas of wetland meadow are dispersed along its course, and are more frequent  
to the south. 
 
Land use and Settlement:  Land use is highly mixed, and largely dominated by 
the built form. The valley is an important transport and communication corridor, 
with the A413 running along the valley floor. The M25, railway line and pylons cross 
the character area in the far south.  
 
The edges of the area are heavily settled, with higher settlement densities and more 
recent modern origin found in the town edge at Gerrards Cross. Smaller, yet still 
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relatively densely settled village of Chalfont St Peter and Chalfont St Giles lie in the 
north of the character area, and these possess a stronger historic character, with 
distinctive historical churches and black and white Tudor houses. Settlement is 
dispersed linearly, following the roads and valley topography. Some small farmsteads 
are scattered along the edge of these villages, as well as small scale fields, of paddock 
and rough grazing/pasture. These are divided up by post and rail fencing, and small 
hedgerows. Allotment areas are also located along the edge of villages. 
 
Some footpaths cut through the character area, including the long distance footpath, 
the South Bucks Way. A golf and cricket ground is situated centrally. 
 
Tree Cover: There is relatively sparse tree coverage within this character area. 
Tree cover is predominantly associated with transport corridors, acting as screening 
for busy roads. For example, trees line the backs of houses which run along the road 
corridor on the eastern edge of Gerrards Cross. Small areas of broadleaved 
woodland are located in the south of the area.  Some scattered trees are evident 
throughout the landscape. 
 
Perceptual/Experiential Landscape: The visual and audible influence of 
development impacts on the overall character of the area. Views of movement and 
activity of settlement areas and busy road networks are visible throughout the 
landscape. This is a varied landscape, lacking unity, largely due to dissection of the 
landscape by roads, railway, settlement areas and field systems. Due to the extent of 
built infrastructure and the valley topography, the character area is quite enclosed 
and feels small in scale. Tranquillity is diminished throughout the character area by 
high levels of movement and noise, largely associated with the major roads which 
transect the landscape. There is some tree cover along roads and within built 
development, and areas of wetland associated with the river, provide small pockets 
of tranquillity. 
 
Biodiversity: Biodiversity and ecological value restricted to residential gardens 
within built areas, and tree corridors lining roads. Areas of broadleaved woodland 
are found predominately in the south of the area, with a relatively large linear stretch 
at Gerrards Cross. Ancient woodland is located at Caps Wood. The predominant 
habitat cover is improved grassland, with some arable cultivation in the southern 
part of the character area.  BAP Priority areas are chalk rivers, lowland meadow and 
purple moor grass with rush pastures. The Old Rectory Meadows SSSI is situated in 
the south, comprising these BAP Priority habitats and broadleaved woodland.  A 
large proportion of the landscape is recognised as the Central Chiltern Chalk Rivers 
Biodiversity Opportunity Area. The river becomes more prominent in the south of 
the area, with wet meadow habitats dispersed along its corridor. 
 
Historic Environment: Historically the Misbourne valley is an important 
communications corridor through the Chilterns, the A413 follows former historic 
routes established from the 18th century turnpike.   The historic landscape is both 
urban and rural in its composition; the latter is made up of historic meadows 
adjacent to the river Misbourne, as well as pre 18th century irregular enclosures and 
isolated farmsteads.  The historic parkland of Chalfont Park is also a prominent 
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feature in the landscape; the parkland was initially designed in the 18th century by 
Capability Brown, but now contains a golf course and cricket ground.   
 
Settlement in this area is dominated by the suburban character of Gerrards Cross 
and Chalfont St Peter, although modern has some historical value as a ‘metroland’ 
town, this is reflected in the designation of conservation areas at Gold Hill Common 
and North Park.   
 
The landscape along the Misbourne is archaeologically sensitive containing evidence 
for occupation dating to the Mesolithic, Iron Age, Bronze Age and Neolithic periods. 
 

Designations: 

• Chilterns AONB 

• Conservation Areas: Chalfont St Giles, Gold Hill Common and North Park and 
Kingsway 

• Archaeological Notification Sites: 10 No. 

• BAP Priority Habitats: 3 types. 

• Biological Notification Sites: 5 No. 

• Local Wildlife Sites: 1 No. 

• SSSI: 1 No. Old Rectory Meadows. 
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EVALUATION 
 

Landscape and Visual Sensitivities 
Potential landscape and visual sensitivities are as follows: 
• Small patches or rough grazing, paddock and arable cultivation. 

• The Misbourne River, and associated water meadows, which provide valuable 
habitats, and areas of tranquillity.  

• Hedgerow field boundaries, which create visual unity and importance wildlife 
habitats. 

• Areas of woodland, particularly, the broadleaved woodland and the area of 
ancient woodland in the south, which provides important biodiversity value. 

• Local rights of way network, including South Bucks Way, which link the urban 
and rural landscapes.  

• Archaeological sites, monuments and early field enclosures, which provide time 
depth and a visible reminder of past use of the landscape. 

 
Strength of Character/Intactness: Strength of character and intactness of the 
Misbourne Lower Settled River Valley is low. There is an overt human impact on the 
landscape, dissected by main roads, pylons and dense settlement.  
 
 
Strategy/Vision: Conserve remaining undeveloped elements of the lower chalk 
valley landscape and enhance the setting for built development. Seek to enhance the 
river and its setting and conserve, enhance and restore and link water meadows 
along the valley  

 

Landscape Guidelines: 

• Manage and maintain rough pasture/grazing and paddocks, to help generate a 
wildlife rich habitat, and visually attractive landscape. 

• Conserve and protect wetland meadows, which provide important wildlife value 
– create and link new meadows. 

• Conserve and enhance hedgerows, to provide visual intactness and increase 
biodiversity. 

• Conserve and enhance historic parkland of Chalfont Park 

• Consider opportunities for woodland and tree planting to reduce visual and 
audible impact of the built developments and roads. 

• Monitor the expansion of urban edges and road widening, to ensure that 
remaining pockets of the chalk valley landscape are not lost, and seek appropriate 
enhancement and mitigation. 

• Maintain the rights of way network, particularly the South Bucks Way. 
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River Misbourne fl owing through wetland meadows.

Chalfont Park golf course.
© Copyright David Hawgood and licensed for reuse under this Creative 
Commons Licence

LCA 19.2 LOWER MISBOURNE SETTLED RIVER VALLEY

To be Completed

South Bucks Way looking towards to Chalfont St Giles 
Church.
© Copyright Shaun Ferguson and licensed for reuse under this Creative 
Commons Licence
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KEY CHARACTERISTICS 

 

• Undulating transitional farmland topography, typically underlain with river terrace 
deposits. 

• A mixed farmland landscape, with arable, rough grazing, pasture and some 
paddock, with varying field sizes. 

• Some small blocks of woodland, connected by a comprehensive network of 
hedgerows which delineate field boundaries.  

• Settlement is comprised of villages, linearly dispersed settlement along roads and 
scattered farmsteads. A mix of traditional and modern infilling is evident. 

• A mix of field enclosures, with 18th century co-axial enclosures intersperse with 
more geometric 20th – 21st century enclosures.  

• Registered parkland is a feature of some landscape areas, such as Dropmore 
Park; Hitcham Manor; Granville Court. 

• Varying degrees of enclosure, with a contrast between enclosed rural winding 
roads, dense woodland edges and open, expansive fields, with long views. 

• An overall strong rural character. 





LCA in Context

LCA 20.1 ST GILES UNDULATING FARMLAND
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KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
• Undulating, transitional topography gently rising between the Alder Bourne 

Valley and Lower Misbourne Valley towards the higher rolling farmland to the 
north. 

• Predominately pasture grassland and rough grazing with some paddock and 
arable. Field sizes are typically medium, and defined by hedgerows, with some 
post and wire fencing.   

• Small woodland blocks often form the backdrop to fields and provide 
enclosure in the south of the area. The network of hedgerows with hedgerow 
trees connecting pockets of woodland are important ecological resource. 

• The villages of Jordans, Seer Green, and Chalfont St Giles are situated within 
the area, with a mix of modern and traditional character.  Jordans is a notable 
centre of Quakerism and the poet John Milton resided in Chalfont St Giles.  

• A variety of field patterns, with contrasting geometric 20th century enclosure, 
and sinuous pre 18th century co-axial enclosures.  

• Winding rural roads and lanes often enclosed by tall hedgerows and trees 
connect settlements. Local footpaths run along field boundaries and through 
woodland, some continuing into adjacent valleys. A golf course is located in 
the north of the area. 

• Varying degrees of enclosure, contrasting between enclosed, rural roads dense 
woodland edges, and open fields. Occasional long views are possible, but often 
contained along roads and by tree cover. 

• The landscape has retained a small scale and rural character between 
settlement particularly in the south where woodland and enclosed lanes occur.  
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DESCRIPTION 
 
Location and Boundaries:  The St Giles Undulating Farmland character area lies 
predominantly within Chiltern District with a small area extending into South Bucks. It 
forms the transitional landscape gently rising between the valleys of the Alder Bourne to 
the south and east and Misbourne to the west.  It is distinguished from the higher, larger 
scale, rolling farmland landscape to the north. 
 

 
Geology: Underlain by Thames River Terrace Deposits with narrow swathes of Upper 
Chalk associated with the Alder Bourne Valley in the east. Freely draining slightly acid 
loamy soils dominate the area.  
 
Topography/Landform: Transitional, undulating, lowland topography, gently rising in 
the north to meet the higher ground of the Penn Rolling Farmland character. Topographic 
variation ranges from approximately 80m to 115m. 
 
Hydrology:  Hydrological features are relatively sparse and inconspicuous, with some 
scattered ponds in farmland and woodland or associated with the golf course.  
 
Land Use and Settlement:  The area is predominately pasture and rough grazing 
with some paddocks. Field sizes are typically medium, defined by hedgerows with 
hedgerow trees of varying density and some post and wire fencing. There are a few 
interspersed arable fields in the south and north east of the area. Small woodland blocks 
occur forming the backdrop to fields and sometimes creating sinuous field boundaries. 
 
The settlements of Jordans, Seer Green, and Chalfont St Giles are located within the 
area, with a mix of modern and traditional character. Settlement edges tend to filter 

Landscape Character: Undulating farmland, forming the transitional landscape 
above the Alderbourne and Lower Misbourne Valley rising gently to meet the 
rolling farmland landscape to the north. Fields of pastoral grassland divided by 
hedgerows and hedgerow trees with some paddock and occasional arable. Pockets 
of woodland in the south create a more enclosed character.  A variety of field 
patterns with pre 18th century irregular and co-axial enclosures and smaller 20th 
century enclosures on settlement edges. The settlements of Jordans, Seer Green, 
and Chalfont St Giles are located within the area, with a mix of modern and 
traditional character. Their built edges filter into the landscape integrated with 
trees and hedgerows. The planned settlement of Jordans is a notable centre for 
Quakerism and the poet John Milton resided in Chalfont St Giles, adding to the 
historic interest and time depth of the area. Red brick is characteristic used in 
modern and historic buildings. The landscape between settlements has retained a 
small scale and rural character connected by rural lanes often enclosed by tree and 
hedgerows.  
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into the landscape integrated by trees and hedgerows. The western edge of Chalfont 
Peter is concealed by woodland cover in the south of the area.  The village of Jordans is 
a planned village designed by Fred Rowntree in 1916 and was established as a 
community exclusive to Quakers which would protect the surroundings of the Meeting 
House (a brick building dating from 1688). Seer Green has an historic core with brick 
and flint church and village green with much 1920/30s development and also more 
recent development. Individual farmsteads and small clusters of properties are also 
scattered throughout the area Red brick used in both modern and historic buildings is 
notable, with some white render.   
 
Rural roads connect the settlements and a network of local footpaths run through fields 
and woodland, some continuing down into adjacent valleys. A railway line cuts through 
the south and the area is crossed by pylons. A golf course (Oaklands Park) lies on the 
southern edge of Chalfont St Giles. 
 
Tree Cover: Broadleaved, mixed, and yew woodland occurs in small blocks, notably in 
to the south. Some areas of ancient replanted and semi natural woodland occur on the 
southern and eastern edge of the area (e.g. Siblet’s Wood, Malms Wood, Great Legs 
Wood). Hedgerow trees contribute to tree cover, thickening hedgerow boundaries.  
 
Perceptual/ Experiential Landscape: A landscape of varying degrees of enclosure. 
Fields of open farmland, particularly in the north, contrast with pockets of woodland 
and rural roads lined by trees and hedgerows enclosed by trees and hedges.  Occasional 
long views are possible but views are often across fields to wooded backdrops or 
contained along roads by tree cover. The landscape between settlements has retained a 
small scale and rural character particularly in the south - a mosaic of undulating farmland 
interspersed with woodland in the south and connected by rural roads. The village of  
Jordan attracts visitors, notable as a centre for Quakerism it is also the burial place of 
William Penn, founder of the Province of Pennsylvania and home to a 17th century farm, 
barn believed to be constructed from timbers from the Mayflower. John Milton’s 
Cottage is located in Chalfont St Giles, this was the English poet’s refuge from London’s 
plague in 1665 and where he completed Paradise Lost, one of his best known poems. 
  
Biodiversity: Wealders Lane is a Green lane local wildlife site where dense hedgerows 
and hedgerow trees form a green tunnel along the lane. The area is predominantly 
improved grassland and the network of hedgerows with hedgerow trees and pockets of 
woodland are important ecological resource.  
 
Historic Environment:  A variety of field patterns with pre 18th century irregular 
and co-axial enclosures and smaller 20th century enclosures on settlement edges. A small 
areas of parkland occurs at Chalfont Grove. Milton’s Cottage a Grade II Registered 
Historic Park and Garden Grade II is within this area. It is a late 19th/early 20th century 
terraced garden of a timber-framed cottage, with adjacent field. Two co-axial fields 
containing Roman finds and Neolithic/Early Bronze Age flints occur to the south of 
Welders Lane. 
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Designations:  
• Archaeological Notification Sites: 3No. 

• Conservation Areas: Jordans and Chalfont St Giles 

• Biological Notification Sites: 8No. 

• Local Wildlife Sites: 1No. 

• English Heritage Registered Parks and Gardens: Milton’s Cottage Grade II 
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EVALUATION 
  
Landscape and Visual Sensitivities 
Potential landscape and visual sensitivities are: 

• The hedgerow and hedgerow tree network connecting to pockets of woodland, 
which provides visual unity and an important wildlife corridor.  

• Small pockets of woodland including some ancient which provide enclosure 
particularly in the south of the area.  

• The local roads which have retained a rural character often enclosed by 
hedgerows and trees (e.g. Wealders Lane). 

• The remaining pre 18th century irregular and co-axial enclosures and fields which 
contain Roman archaeology and Neolithic/Early Bronze Age flints. 

• The historic character of villages and their historic and literary connections (the 
Mayflower Barn in Jordans and Milton’s House in Chalfont St Giles).  

 

Strategy/ Vision: Conserve and enhance St Giles Undulating Farmland as a small 
scale farmland landscape with pockets of woodland and a strong network of 
hedgerows with hedgerow trees.  
 
 
Landscape Guidelines: 
• Conserve and enhance the network of hedgerows, and hedgerow trees. Gap up 

hedgerows and seek to plant hedgerow trees to replace reaching senescence. 

• Conserve and manage the small areas of woodland to improve biodiversity value. 
Maintain connections between woodlands and hedgerows to provide wildlife 
corridors. 

• Promote appropriate management of arable farmland and rough grazing, to help 
generate a wildlife rich habitat, and visually attractive landscape. 

• Maintain the rural character of roads; avoid road widening or introduction of 
urbanising features. 

• Conserve the historic field patterns (pre 18th century irregular and co-axial 
enclosures) and avoid further divisions or expansions. 

• Conserve historic character/cores of villages. Ensure that new buildings and 
development is sensitively integrated into the landscape through careful siting. 

 

 





Seer Green Holy Trinity Church Grade II Listed Building., 
with knapped fl int and stone dressings. 
© Copyright Nigel Cox and licensed for reuse under this Creative 
Commons Licence

Varying degrees of enclosure with open farmland enclosed 
by pockets of woodland.
© Copyright David Squire and licensed for reuse under this Creative 
Commons Licence

LCA 20.1 ST GILES UNDULATING FARMLAND

Small winding rural roads and lanes often enclosed by tall 
hedgerows and trees.
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Constituent LCAs

LCA 22.1 Beaconsfi eld
LCA 22.2 Chalfont St Peter
LCA 22.3 Tatling End
LCA 22.4 Iver Heath



 



LCT 22 MIXED USE TERRACE 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 

 

• Elevated landscape predominately underlain by river terrace deposits, which 
often gives rise to slowly permeable, loamy/clayey soils.  

• A mosaic of land cover and land uses create a varied landscape. Farmland 
predominates, with a mix of arable, pasture, rough grazing and some areas of 
paddock. 

• Woodland blocks and smaller wooded areas are interspersed across the 
landscape, providing enclosure and contrast to the more open landscape which 
predominates. 

• Relatively low settlement density, with small villages/hamlets and scattered 
farmsteads. The landscape is cut by busy roads creating local audible and visual 
impacts and fragmenting the landscape. 

• Land use is varied often including industrial and business areas, major transport 
systems, parkland and settlement, which all contribute to the mixed and 
sometimes disparate landscape. 

• Small pockets of tranquillity exist away from roads and built up areas. 

• Occasional long views across open fields and over lower adjacent landscapes.  
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KEY CHARACTERISTICS  
 

 
• Raised, gently undulating plateau, with a mosaic of land cover and land uses, 

creating a highly varied landscape. 

• Extensive river terrace deposits gives rise to slowly permeable, loamy/clayey 
soils, more centrally, which results in scattered ponds and seasonal waterlogging.  

• Agricultural use is predominately regularly patterned, medium to large arable 
fields with some smaller fields of rough grazing and paddocks associated with 
individual farmsteads.  Pre 18th century irregular field patterns predominate, in 
many cases with extended field boundaries, as a result of extensive field 
boundary loss. Some evidence of pre 19th century co-axial field enclosures. 

• Woodland blocks and smaller wooded areas are interspersed across the plateau, 
creating a contrast to the more open landscape which predominates, providing 
areas of enclosure. 

• Sparsely populated with a small number of isolated settlements and intermittent 
properties. The town edge of Beaconsfield permeates the north west of the 
character area. 

• Historic parkland at Hall Barn, cover a significant proportion of the landscape, 
with a mix of open undulating grassland with scattered trees, and woodland 
blocks. 

•  Several industrial workings including a large scale mineral extraction area, sand 
and gravel pits and recycling and refuse tip, all contribute to the mixed and 
disparate landscape. 

• Cut by several major transport corridors, including the M40, which fragments the 
landscape, having a strong visual and audible influence on the central part of the 
area. 

• Occasional long views across open fields, to a wooded or open skyline. In more 
enclosed areas, views are short, and contained by woodland. 

• Varying levels of tranquillity, with transport corridors being a dominant source of 
noise, movement and disruption, contrasting with quiet, calm pockets, associated 
with woodland. 

• The variety of land uses and land cover creates a landscape which is visually busy 
and lacks unity. 
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DESCRIPTION 
 
Location and Boundaries: Beaconsfield Mixed Use Terrace is largely situated with 
South Buckinghamshire District, with the north eastern part located within the Chiltern 
District.  A very small part of the character area crosses the boundary into Wycombe 
District (approximately 1%).  The character area occupies the higher ground above the 
Alder Bourne River valley to the east and the River Wye valley to the west.  To the 
south of the character area, the landscape is visually and experientially distinct, with a 
heavily wooded and enclosed character. The town of Beaconsfield lies along the north 
western edge of the character area.  

 
Geology: Underlying geology is dominated by Ancestral Thames River Terrace 
Deposits, with overlying soils comprising of a mix of freely draining, slightly acidic, loamy 
soils throughout, and slowly permeable, seasonally wet, loamy/clayey soils located more 
centrally within the character area. 
 
Topography/Landform: An elevated, gently undulating plateau landscape, raised 
above the Alder Bourne Valley, with large areas of flat, open landscape. Topographical 
variation is limited, ranging between 90m and 100m overall. 
 
Hydrology:  Numerous ponds are scattered within the central part of the character, 
as a result of the slowly permeable, loamy/clayey soils. Water bodies are often 
associated with farms or disused gravel pits. 
 
Land Use and Settlement:  The predominant agricultural use is arable, with some 
small parcels of rough grazing and paddocks associated with individual farmsteads. Fields 
are generally medium to large and open, with managed hedgerows and some wooden 
post and wire fencing.  
 

Landscape Character:  A large scale, mixed use, elevated plateau (up to 
100m) with a varied and diverse landscape. A mosaic of open farmland 
(predominately arable cultivation), undulating parkland and woodland, which is 
interspersed, and at times dominated, by  development, including industrial 
workings and transportation corridors. Despite this, settlement density is low 
and highly dispersed, comprising isolated farmsteads and intermittent 
properties. Large scale open fields, generate occasional long views, which 
contrast with areas of enclosure associated with woodland.  The area is cut 
centrally, by several major transport corridors, which fragment the landscape 
and have a strong visual and audible impact. Away from these areas, a tranquil 
and calm landscape exists. This is a highly varied and disparate landscape, the 
contrasting land uses and land cover, creates a landscape which lacks unity and 
is visually busy. 
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The large scale parkland, Hall Barn, covers a significant proportion of the landscape, 
immediately south of Beaconsfield, stretching south towards the character area 
boundary. This is an historic designed landscape, with varying degrees of enclosure, 
associated with open grassland and woodland blocks, including remnant original 
broadleaved woodland.  Some public access to this landscape is possible, through a small 
network of footpath, however this is limited, and otherwise the area is not obviously 
used for recreational purposes, with no specific recreational facilities. 
 
The settlement pattern in this area is characterised by a low density of highly dispersed 
settlement of isolated farmsteads and intermittent properties. With the exception of 
Wilton Park, located in the north of the character area, an army accommodation block 
and Defence School of Languages, building materials throughout the area are typically 
red brick. The town edge of Beaconsfield filters in to the north west boundary of the 
character area, with a more modern development character.  
 
The plateau is cut laterally by the M40 and A40, and the A355 crosses the landscape in a 
north south direction, which results in a high level of movement and noise.  Despite this, 
the rest of the character area remains relatively inaccessible, with only very few small 
rural lanes.  Public footpaths are also relatively limited, with rights of way largely 
confined to woodland areas. A well used footpath cuts across the landscape in the 
north, from Beaconsfield to Seer Green and Jordans. A railway line cuts across the 
northern tip of the character area. 
 
There are various industrial workings, some currently in use and others disused, 
including gravel and sand pits. A large scale mineral extraction area, is located 
immediately south of the M40 in the west of the area. A large area stretching between 
the M40 and the A40 in the east of the character area is a recycling centre and refuse 
tip. A large golf course is located in the northern section of the character area. 
 
Tree Cover: Large blocks of woodland, and smaller wooded areas are located 
throughout the plateau. Mixed woodland plantation and coniferous plantation 
predominate, with smaller patches of broadleaved and yew woodland scattered in 
between. Despite the significant tree cover, the character remains relatively open and 
permeable. Varying enclosure occurs within woodland blocks and the surrounding 
landscape. Some trees act as field boundaries, but this is limited. Small pockets of ancient 
woodland are located in the south and in the north east. A grouping of National Trust 
woodlands are located in the north east, comprising coniferous, broadleaved, mixed and 
yew woodland types. 
 
Perceptual/ Experiential Landscape:  This is a large scale landscape, with open, 
extensive arable fields, extensive parkland and several large tracts of woodland. There is 
a varying sense of enclosure, with a significant contrast between the wooded parts, 
which convey a strong sense of enclosure and open, expansive fields, which allow for 
long vistas across the character area.  
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A significant intrusion to this landscape is the M40 and other A roads which cut through 
the character area, forming a dominant source of noise, movement and disruption. 
Within the rest of the character are, there are few other roads and limited access. A 
railway line however, dissects the area in the north. The area has varying levels of 
tranquillity, with the intrusive transport corridors contrasting with, and quiet areas 
associated with woodland. Despite the developed character in parts, settlement 
densities remain low and is characterised by scattered farmsteads. 
 
This is a highly varied and disparate landscape. The contrast between human 
development, arable fields and woodland creates a landscape which lacks unity. The 
variety of land uses and land cover creates a landscape which is visually busy. 
 
Biodiversity: Numerous woodland areas are located in the area, largely plantation, 
and a small number of ancient woodland sites, supporting a range of habitats. Burtley 
Wood and Bower Wood in the south comprise relatively large woodland areas, which 
are classed as a Local Wildlife Site, and notable for their ecological significance.  
 
Further ecological features, include the numerous scattered ponds, and the relatively 
intact hedgerow network, providing important wildlife habitat and enhancing habitat 
connectivity within a predominately agricultural landscape.  
 
Historic Environment: Large scale field boundaries, in the south west, show a 
distinct irregular pattern, with sinuous edges often associated with woodland edge. 
There is a lot of evidence of pre 18th Century irregular enclosures. There are also a lot 
of extended field boundaries, indicating extensive boundary loss, possibly through urban 
development or mineral extraction. Evidence of pre 19th Century co-axial systems, are 
also found in this area. 
 
Two historic landscape parks are located in the area; Hall Barn, a late 17th to early 18th 
century Grade 11 listed park, possibly former medieval deer hunting parkland; and 
Bulstrode Park,  late 17th, early 18th century formal gardens and woodland estateland. 
The area contains some important archaeological features, often in relation to 
woodland, including; a nationally important moated site in Bower Wood, a Bronze Age 
moated fishpond, and a Bronze Age bowl barrow, near Beaconsfield. 
 
Designations:  
• Chilterns AONB 

• Scheduled Monuments: Bowl Barrow on Beaconsfield Golf Course, Moated Site in 
Bower Wood and Templer's site at Moat Farm 

• Registered Parks and Gardens: Hall Barn, Grade II* 

• Archaeological Notification Sites: 10 No. 

• Conservation Areas: Beaconsfield Old Town, Hampden Hill and Hedgerely Green 
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• Biological Notification Sites: 32 No. 

• Local Nature Reserve: 1 No. 

• Local Wildlife Sites: 8 No. 

• Priority BAP Habitats: 2 types. 
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Landscape and Visual Sensitivities 
Potential landscape and visual sensitivities are: 

• Mosaic of woodland, farmland and parkland. 

• Small pockets of ancient woodland, and associated flora and fauna. 

• The hedgerow network, which provides visual unity and a wildlife corridor, 
connecting fragmented habitats. 

• The peaceful and tranquil pockets away from modern development, and 
associated with low, dispersed settlement. 

• Open, long views over arable fields, within the area 

• The small scale, low density of settlement, which is vulnerable to further 
expansion and over development. 

 
Strength of Character/Intactness: Strength of character and intactness of 
Beaconsfield Mixed Use Terrace is weak. High presence of human development 
reduces the distinctive character of the landscape. 
 
 
Strategy/ Vision: Conserve and protect the mosaic of woodland, open farmland 
and parkland, and to maintain the remaining areas of tranquillity. 
 
 
Landscape Guidelines: 
• Conserve the woodland (including ancient woodland) which provide enclosure in 

the landscape and form an important landscape pattern and feature, and 
invaluable biodiversity benefit. 

• Promote appropriate management of arable farmland, to help generate a wildlife 
rich habitat, and visually attractive landscape. 

• Conserve and manage hedgerow boundaries, which provide visual unity and 
intactness and increase biodiversity, linking areas of woodland and agricultural 
farmland. 

• Consider opportunities for further tree and woodland planting to contain and 
reduce visual and audible impact of modern development, such as busy roads. 

• Maintain open views across fields, and monitor the introduction of vertical 
infrastructure, which would adversely affect views within the landscape. 

• Conserve the low density of dispersed settlement. 

• Monitor the further development of busy transport corridors. 

• Restoration of mineral extraction sites.  





Hall Barn - Historic parkland, open grassland with scattered 
trees, and woodland blocks in the distance.

Large scale, open, fl at arable fi elds.

Long views, with woodland block backdrop. Small, winding rural roads, lined by trees and hedgerows, 
providing a sense of enclosure.

LCA 22.1 BEACONSFIELD MIXED USE TERRACE



 



LCA in Context

LCA 22.2 CHALFONT ST PETER MIXED USE TERRACE
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KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
 

 
• An elevated and large scale landscape, comprised largely of River Terrace 

Deposits, which gives rise to expansive areas of open, flat topography, contrasted 
with areas of undulating landform. Along with a mosaic of land cover and land 
uses this creates a highly varied landscape. 

• Farmland predominates, with medium to large scale, geometric arable fields 
largely occupying open, flat landscape, interspersed with smaller scale rough 
grazing, often more evident on slightly undulating landform. 

• Dense, mature woodland blocks dominate the area in the south, which contrasts 
with the open farmland, and provides varying degrees of openness and enclosure. 
Broadleaved woodland predominates, much of which is ancient semi natural 
woodland. 

• Low density, linear settlement along roads, with dispersed isolated farmsteads. 
The village edges of Chalfont St Peter and Chalfont St Giles are exceptions, with 
denser, more modern encroachment into the landscape. 

• Cut by a major transport corridor, the M25 which generates local visual and 
audible impacts. Smaller rural roads link settlement. 

• Smooth open arable fields are often emphasised by gappy field boundaries. 
Panoramic vistas across these fields and to the Colne Valley, contrast with 
enclosed views along hedged lanes and within woodland. 

• A highly varied and diverse landscape, which has been influenced strongly by 
development, and fragmented by electricity pylons and the M25, which transect 
the landscape. Away from these areas, pockets of rural tranquillity and 
naturalness have been maintained.  

• Numerous recreational land uses, including two large golf courses, Denham 
Aerodrome, and Peccar Scout Camp. A good network of footpaths also exists 
throughout this area. 
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DESCRIPTION 
 
Location and Boundaries: Chalfont St Peter Mixed Use Terrace lies predominately in 
the Chiltern District, with the southern part situated within South Buckinghamshire 
District. It occupies the higher ground above the Misbourne river valley to the west, and 
also includes the transitional landscape above the Colne Valley floodplain. Topographical 
variation and settlement edge largely delineate these boundaries, with Denham Green 
along the southern edge, Chalfont St Peter running along the western boundary and 
Chalfont St Giles in the north. The eastern edge of the character area is dictated by the 
Buckinghamshire administrative boundary. 

 
Geology: The character area is predominately underlain by Thames River Terrace 
Deposits, valleys feeding into the Colne, exposing areas of Upper Chalk. These support 
free draining, slightly acidic, loamy soils. 
 
Topography/Landform: An elevated, undulating landform, with occasional expansive 
areas of open flat topography. This is contrasted with strong areas of undulating 
landform, particularly along the eastern edge, which forms a transitional zone into the 
adjacent Colne Valley. This undulating landform represents small tributary valleys which 
feed into the Colne Valley. The western boundary also shows a steep topographic 
change into the Misbourne Lower River Valley. 
 
Hydrology:  As result of the elevated landform, together with the overlaying, free 
draining soils, no significant water bodies exist within this character area. With the 
exception of occasional small scattered ponds and streams which feed into the Colne. 

Landscape Character:   An elevated large scale landscape, with expansive 
open, flat topography, interspersed with areas demonstrating a strong undulating 
form. A mosaic of land cover and land uses create a varied and diverse landscape, 
which is influenced by development. Farmland comprises medium to large scale, 
geometric, open arable fields, interspersed with smaller scale rough grazing. The 
arable fields are often emphasised by gappy field boundaries, with extensive 
panoramic vistas across the landscape, towards the Colne Valley. Dense, mature 
woodland blocks dominate the area in the south, which contrasts with the open 
farmland, and provides varying degrees of openness and enclosure.  Woodland 
provides a valuable texture and strong vertical accent against the flat, 
uninterrupted fields. The landscape is also supports numerous recreational land 
uses, including golf courses, Denham Aerodrome, and Peccar Scout Camp, set 
with woodland areas and fields. A good network of footpaths exists throughout 
this area. The area acts as a major transport corridor, with the M25 cutting 
through the landscape, and creating local visual and audible impacts. In between 
however, smaller rural roads link a low density settlement, which is spread linearly 
along roads, and interspersed with isolated farmsteads. As a result, pockets of 
rural tranquillity and naturalness have been retained. 
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Land Use and Settlement:  This is a mixed landscape, with a combination of 
farmland, woodland, transportation, recreational and residential land uses. Farmland 
predominates, with medium to large scale, geometric arable fields, with expansive open 
views and skylines. This is interspersed with smaller scale, rough grazing, which is often 
more evident on slightly undulating landform. Field boundaries are largely delineated by 
hedgerows and scattered trees, often with a gappy and unkept appearance. Dense, 
mature woodland blocks dominate the area in the south, which contrasts the open 
farmland, and provides varying degrees of enclosure.  
 
A network of footpaths exists throughout this area, often traversing the landscape and 
connecting the area to the Colne Valley in the east, including the long distance footpath, 
the South Bucks Way.  The character area contains numerous recreational land uses, 
including two large golf courses, Denham Aerodrome, and Peccar Scout Camp, set with 
woodland areas and open fields. 
 
The area is cut by the M25, which severs the landscape, and generates local visual and 
audible impacts. Elsewhere small rural roads and lanes wind through the landscape, often 
enclosed by tall dense hedgerows. A railway line cuts into the far south section of the 
character area. 
 
Settlement pattern in this area is characterised by a low density of linear patterning 
residential properties, dispersed along roads, plus isolated farmsteads. The village edges 
of Chalfont St Peter and Chalfont St Giles extend into the character area, and have a 
denser settlement pattern, and a strong modern character. 
 
Tree Cover: Woodland cover is more significant in the south of the character area, 
with several extensive woodland blocks. Broadleaved woodland predominates, with 
some areas of mixed woodland, and plantation. Common woodland species include oak, 
beech, silver birch, rowan, hazel and holly. Scattered trees are also common along field 
boundaries, noticeably oak trees. The majority of woodland in this character area is 
ancient, semi natural or ancient replanted woodland. 
 
Perceptual/ Experiential Landscape: This is essentially a large scale landscape, 
with varying degrees of openness and enclosure. Open, expansive flat arable fields, 
contrast with undulating rough grazed fields, and densely enclosed woodland.  
Woodland provides a rich texture and strong vertical element against the flat, 
uninterrupted fields. Smooth open arable fields are often emphasised by gappy field 
boundaries. Views are frequently changing from panoramic vistas across these fields and 
to the Colne Valley, to enclosed views along hedged lanes and within woodland. 
 
This is a highly varied and diverse landscape, and the mix of land cover and land uses 
creates a landscape which is often lacking unity, a feature which is accentuated by the 
electricity pylons and the M25, which transect the landscape. Traffic along this 
motorway is of significant audible and visual influence, with high levels of movement. The 
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area has been shaped strongly by human influence, however, limited settlement, large 
blocks of woodland small rural lanes, have helped to maintain areas of tranquillity and 
calm. This landscape often has a unmanaged character, with scruffy field boundaries, 
gappy hedges, unkept rural roads and rough grassland. 
 
Biodiversity: Many of the woodlands are of ancient origin and support characteristic 
ancient woodland species. Understory is often quite dense, with bracken, brambles and 
other species. Large areas of arable cultivation and rough grazing exist within the 
character area, with limited biodiversity and ecological significance. However, scrubby 
boundaries, hedgerows, and scattered trees, provide invaluable wildlife habitats.  
 
Historic Environment: Chalfont Park and House, a former 18th Century formal park, 
design, has now been taken over by a golf course, but would have once occupied a large 
area in the west of the area, which also spreads into the Lower Misbourne Settled River 
Valley. Limited archaeological remnants exist in the character area, namely, post 
medieval house remains, Palaeolithic remnants, a medieval moated site and 
Neolithic/Bronze Age flint features. 
 
 
Designations:  
• Chilterns AONB 

• English Heritage Scheduled Monuments: Moated site, north west of Chalfont Lodge; 

• Archaeological Notification Sites: 7 No. 

• Biological Notification Sites: 10 No. 

• Local Nature Reserves: 1 No. 

• Local Geological Site: 1 No. 

• Priority BAP Habitats: 2 types. 

• Local Wildlife Sites: 3 No. 
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Landscape and Visual Sensitivities 
Potential landscape and visual sensitivities are: 

• Mosaic of woodland, and mixed farmland. 

• Areas of ancient woodland, and associated flora and fauna. 

• The hedgerow network, which provides visual unity and a wildlife corridor, 
connecting fragmented habitats. 

• The peaceful and tranquil pockets away from modern development, and 
associated with low, dispersed settlement. 

• Open, long views over arable fields, specifically towards the Colne Valley. 

• The relatively small scale, low density of settlement, which would be vulnerable 
to further expansion and over development. 

 
Strength of Character/Intactness: The strength of character of Chalfont St 
Peter Mixed Use Terrace is weak. Field boundaries are gappy, and field enclosures 
often have an unmanaged appearance. There is also a high presence of human 
features in the landscape. 
 
Strategy/ Vision: Conserve and protect the mosaic of woodland, open farmland 
and recreational areas, and maintain areas of tranquillity away from human 
development. 
 
Landscape Guidelines: 
• Conserve and manage the woodland (including ancient woodland) which provide 

enclosure in the landscape and form an important landscape pattern and feature, 
and invaluable biodiversity benefit. 

• Promote appropriate management of arable farmland and rough grazing, to help 
generate a wildlife rich habitat, and visually attractive landscape. 

• Conserve and manage hedgerow boundaries, which provide visual unity and 
intactness and increase biodiversity, linking areas of woodland and agricultural 
farmland. Consider planting and refilling of hedgerows, and encourage new tree 
planting to maintain tree population. 

• Maintain open views across fields, and monitor the introduction of vertical 
infrastructure, which would adversely affect views within the landscape. 

• Conserve the relatively low density of dispersed settlement, avoid infilling. 

• Monitor the widening of busy transport corridors. 

• Ensure that recreational facilities and associated infrastructure are sympathetic to 
landscape character. 





Undulating fi elds, scattered trees, and wooded enclosure.Open, expansive, fl at arable farmland, with wooded 
backdrop.

Rough grazing, gappy hedges and scrubby boundaries. Woodland enclosure along winding rural roads.

LCA 22.2 CHALFONT ST PETER MIXED USE  TERRACE

Tall, dense hedgerows, along roads, providing varying 
enclosure and openness.
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